HOLDERS OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS:
Elings Hall, Bldg. 266 – 2nd Floor East Lobby Conversion, Room 2623, Project No.: FM100098BR/987739
And 3rd Floor East Lobby Conversion, Room 3623, Project No.: FM100099BR/987738
Addendum No. ONE

February 12, 2010

Enclosed is ADDENDUM NO. ONE to the Construction Documents on the above-captioned project.

Bid date has been changed from Tuesday, February 16, 2010 at 2:30PM to Monday, February 22, 2010 at 2:30PM to be held at:

CONTRACTING SERVICES
Facilities Management, Bldg. 439,
Door #E, Reception Counter
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-1030.

Late arrivals shall be disqualified. Please allow time for unforeseen traffic delays, securing a parking permit and potential parking problems.

Anna Galanis
Director, Contracting Services
ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE

to the

Construction Documents
February 12, 2010

GENERAL

The following changes, additions or deletions shall be made to the following document(s) as Indicated; all other conditions shall remain the same.

I. ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Item No.

1. Second page, sentence beginning with “Bid Deadline…” CHANGE to read in it’s entirety:

“Bid Deadline: Sealed bids must be received on or before 2:30PM on Monday, February 22, 2010. Sealed Bids will be received only at: Contracting Services, Facilities Management, Building #439, Door “E”, Reception Counter, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California 93106-1030.”

II SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

Item No.

1. Number 4, CHANGE to read in it’s entirety:

“Bids will be received on or before the Bid Deadline: 2:30P.M., Monday, February 22, 2010, and only at: Contracting Services, Facilities Management, Building #439, Door “E”, Reception Counter, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California 93106-1030.”

END OF ADDENDUM NO. ONE